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Tweet So this is why Bungie has appeared so tone-deaf over the last year in regards to Destiny 2. Clearly, they
were busy making this epic Forsaken sizzle reel that had the more than one hundred thousand watching in the
Twitch chat going berserk with joy. It has less to do with the content â€” which does look great, by the way
â€” but more to do with the fact that Bungie clearly crafted this stream to tackle just about every major
complaint fans have had with Destiny 2 since launch. This location, as Bungie described during the stream, is
going to be the end game hub of Destiny 2 going forward. The way they described it feels reminiscent of how
exploring the Dreadnaught was like in Destiny 1. Between Court of Oryx, ghost hunting, gathering the
calcified fragments needed for Touch of Malice, there was so much to see and do in the Dreadnaught and is a
fond memory for many players. Plus, they also noted that raiders would be able to able to change the
landscape of this new area by their actions, a new feature in Forsaken that sounds very intriguing. Although it
took a year, Forsaken appears to finally allow the Crucible to just be fun again like it was in Destiny 1 instead
of being an obsession about balance. Destiny 2 players have just wanted some power weapons like Shotguns
and Snipers to come back into the energy weapon pool. Meaning that yes, you could fly around with three
swords now if you wanted to. This sounds almost too crazy and it will be interesting to see how this works in
practice, but I certainly prefer the route of trying crazy, fun, and broken ideas while adjusting from there. The
couple of days where Prometheus Lens was completely broken in Crucible was some of the best fun players
had in Destiny 2 to-date. Destiny 2 really needed a new activity, too, to go along with the new raid and the
hopefully new and improved Crucible. It sounds like a true competitive PvE mode. PvE has always been fun
in Destiny 2. This looks like something that PvE can sink their teeth into and replay over and over again with
pleasure. This is just scratching the surface of what was shown in the Forsaken reveal. The new collections tab
is something that should have been in the game since day one, along with weapon randomization that will
hopefully â€” finally â€” make that second, third, and fourth Better Devils as exciting as the first. Oh, and
Bows for everyone in Forsaken? Bungie and Destiny 2 desperately needed this kind of positivity about this
reveal. After Curse of Osiris and Warmind, which were by and large disappointments in a lot of ways, the
entire community was hanging their hat on the notion that Bungie would deliver in this year 2 expansion,
similar to how The Taken King reshaped Destiny 1 for the better. Except this time, the situation is way more
dire. There was no House of Wolves moment for Destiny 2, where an expansion came in and at least shook
things up enough to keep people playing with new content. If this expansion fails, then Destiny 2 might
finally, actually be dead. However, barring a massive deviation from what we were just shown and what the
final product is, Destiny 2 appears ready to finally hopefully be the game it should have been at launch. Ed
McGlone Ed has been a proud member of the Twinfinite staff since He holds a B.
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Congrats to the Royal Navy for naming their new Submarines after the Dreadnought. If you don't know why that is cool google it (Battle of Trafalgar)! This design is intended for pool or beach use, Product features include: 3 part construction
of main hull. sized for a Lulzbot Mini-printer.

At Bonnier Corporation, your privacy is important to us. This Privacy Policy applies to all of the products,
services, and websites offered by Bonnier Corporation and its subsidiaries or affiliated companies collectively,
"Bonnier". To better protect your privacy, we provide this notice explaining our privacy practices and the
choices you can make about the way your information is collected and used by Bonnier. Jeremy Thompson,
General Counsel N. Privacy Department N. Orlando Avenue, Suite Winter Park, FL You may also ask for a
summary of the information that we have retained, how we have used it, and to whom it has been disclosed.
For your protection, we may require that you authenticate your identity before we provide you with any
information. An overview of the information that Bonnier may collect You are able to take advantage of many
Bonnier products, services, and websites without providing any information that personally identifies you by
name, address, or other personally-identifying information. We only collect personally-identifying information
when you voluntarily submit it to us. Sometimes, we need personally-identifying information in order to
provide you with the products and services that you request. Depending upon the product or service, we may
ask you for a variety of personally-identifying information. This might include, for example, your name,
address, e-mail address, telephone number, gender, and birth date. We may also ask for other information
about you, such as your credit card information when you are making a purchase , interests, income, or
education level. We consider certain identifying information "sensitive. Some types of personal information
will NEVER be requested or collected, such as information on your race or ethnic origin, political opinions,
trade union memberships, religious beliefs, health, sex life, or sexual orientation. You may choose not to
provide us with any personally-identifying information. In that case, you can still access and use many
portions of our websites; however, you will not be able to access and use those portions of any Bonnier
website that require your personal information. Many Bonnier websites include community features, such as
online forums and message boards. Information that is posted in these areas becomes public information and
the use that any third party makes of this information is beyond our ability to control. You should exercise
caution before disclosing any personally-identifying information in these public venues. If you elect to submit
content that includes information that can be used to identify you, you must assume that the content can and
will be displayed on any website on the Internet. At some Bonnier sites and through certain promotions, you
can submit personally-identifying information about other people. Some Bonnier websites also provide
referral services to help you inform a friend about our websites, products, or services. We will only ask you
for the information about your friend that we need in order to do what you request. Our properties may feature
Nielsen proprietary measurement software, which will allow you to contribute to market research, such as
Nielsen TV Ratings. To learn more about the information that Nielsen software may collect and your choices
with regard to it, please see the Nielsen Digital Measurement Privacy Policy at http: These companies may use
information you have shared e. Our partners use this information to recognize you across different channels
and platforms over time for advertising, analytics, attribution, and reporting purposes; any information
collected is stored in hashed or non-human-readable form. These companies typically use a cookie or
third-party web beacon to collect this information. To learn more about this behavioral advertising practice or
to opt-out of this type of advertising, you can visit http: Bonnier websites sometimes may offer contests,
sweepstakes, or promotions that are sponsored by or co-sponsored with identified third parties. By virtue of
their sponsorship, these third parties may obtain personally-identifying information that visitors voluntarily
submit to them in order to participate in the contest, sweepstakes, or promotion. If a third-party sponsor
beyond our control will obtain information that you supply us, we will notify you at the time we collect the
information from you. Some of our websites contain links to other sites. By clicking on these links, you will
leave the website operated by Bonnier and this Privacy Policy will no longer apply. How we use the
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information we collect We use the personally-identifying information that you provide us to fulfill your
requests for our products, programs, and services, to respond to your inquiries about offerings, and to offer
you other products, programs, or services that we believe may be of interest to you. We sometimes use this
information to communicate with you, such as to notify you when you have won one of our contests, when we
make changes to subscriber agreements, to fulfill a request by you for an online newsletter, or to contact you
about your account with us. We do not use your personal information to make automated decisions. We may
syndicate the publicly available content of our community areas to unaffiliated third-party websites, using
RSS or other technologies. The information you have shared in the community areas may be included in this
syndication. We will use the personally-identifying information that you provide about others in order to
provide the products or services that you have requested; for example, to enable us to send them your gifts or
cards. These lists will never contain sensitive information. If you do not wish for your e-mail or postal address
to be shared with companies not owned by Bonnier who want to market products or services to you, you have
the opportunity to opt out, as described below. You may also opt out of the receipt of any marketing materials
from Bonnier as described below. We may transfer your sensitive personally-identifying information to other
Bonnier offices for internal management and administrative purposes. In addition, your personal data will be
transferred to other Bonnier offices where necessary for the performance or conclusion of our contractual
obligations to you or for your benefit. Transfers of personally-identifying information may also be made
where necessary for the establishment, exercise, or defense of legal claims. We do not transfer personal
information internationally. Bonnier will only share your sensitive personal information with outside
companies or individuals in any of the following limited circumstances: When we use trusted businesses or
persons to process personal information on our behalf. Before sharing any personal information with outside
parties, we require that these parties agree to process such information based on our instructions and in
compliance with this Privacy Policy and any other appropriate confidentiality and security measures. Before
we share your sensitive personal information outside of the previously listed circumstances, we will ask you
for permission first. Please note that this only applies to sensitive information, as defined above. We may also
use, transfer, sell, and share aggregated, anonymous data about our users for any legal purpose, such as
analyzing usage trends and seeking compatible advertisers and partners. In no event will this aggregated data
contain any information that could be used to identify individual users of our products or services. How we
protect the safety and integrity of the information we collect We take appropriate physical, electronic, and
procedural measures to safeguard and protect your personal information. We use a variety of security
measures, including encryption and authentication, to maintain the confidentiality of your personal
information. We store your personal information on systems behind firewalls that are only accessible to a
limited number of persons, each of whom is required to keep the information confidential. When you transmit
sensitive personal information to us, like credit card information, we offer the use of a secure connection to
our servers. To the extent you select the secure connection method or your browser supports such
functionality, all credit card account information that you supply is transmitted via secure encryption
technology. We will provide notice if we become aware of any security breach that may affect any sensitive
personal information pertaining to you that we have stored on our systems. Bonnier employees, agents, and
contractors who have access to personally-identifying information are required to protect this information in a
manner that is consistent with this Privacy Policy and may not use the information for any purpose other than
to carry out the services they are performing for Bonnier. These individuals are bound by confidentiality
obligations and may be subject to discipline, including termination and criminal prosecution, if they fail to
meet these obligations. Bonnier only collects personal information that is relevant to the purposes for which it
will be used. Though we do take appropriate steps to review and update the information that we store to ensure
that it is accurate, complete, and current, we also depend on you to update or correct your personal information
when necessary. You may correct or delete any or all of the personal information you have provided to us at
any time. Many of our websites provide means to review and update the personal information that you have
provided on that website. To inquire about personally identifiable information that Bonnier has collected about
you, or about other ways to correct factual errors in that information, please send us an e-mail at privacy
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bonniercorp. Do not use this email address to send questions about your subscription. To protect your privacy
and security, we will take reasonable steps to help verify your identity before granting access or making
corrections. We will decline to process requests where we cannot verify the identity of the requester. We may
also decline to process requests that are automated, repetitive, systematic, or impractical, or that might
jeopardize the privacy of others. In some limited circumstances, such as to resolve disputes, troubleshoot
problems, and enforce our policies, we may retain some of information that you have requested us to remove.
Therefore, you should not expect that all of your personal information will be completely removed from our
databases in response to your requests. We only use the information we collect for purposes consistent with
this policy. If we propose to use your personal information for purposes beyond that explained in this policy,
we will provide appropriate notice before doing so and we will provide you with the means to opt out of those
uses. We will not use your sensitive personal information for any purposes other than those described in this
Policy unless we have obtained your consent. Your privacy options If you prefer not to receive e-mail
communications from other companies, you may choose to remove yourself from any e-mail lists that we
provide to third parties for marketing purposes by sending us an e-mail at emailoptout bonniercorp. You will
still receive information from Bonnier and its various brands, but we will not share your address information
with anyone else. If you prefer not to receive postal communication from other companies, you may choose to
remove yourself from any postal mailing lists that we provide to third parties for marketing purposes by
sending us an e-mail at emailoptout bonniercorp. Box , Harlan, IA We only want to communicate with you if
you want to hear from us. If you prefer not to be contacted at all, you may opt out of receiving any
communications from us at any time by notifying us at emailoptout bonniercorp. You may also notify us by
sending mail to the following address:
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The Dreadnought Centre has been running for over 40 years. Here is a brief history of the Centre. The seed of an idea
that blossomed into "The Dreadnought Centre" started with Lionel Martin, who was working as a Probation Ancillary with
Senior Probation Officer, Frank Raynor in Truro and Peter Walker.

The machinations of the Hive never cease. By your hand, Oryx has been thrown from our world. But His will
still drives the horde, clawing at the Light. In the depths of the Dreadnaught, a coven of Acolytes gestate an
abomination: We cannot suffer this beast to live. The priests of Oryx work their spell deep in the heart of the
ship. Your goal is simple: Begin with the crackling green core of their magic. Find champions of the Hive and
harvest their souls. The Guardian heads towards The Founts by way of the Mausoleum. Upon entering, a
deafening roar rocks the condemned prison. They soon find a group of Acolytes led by a Wizard. After finding
two more Wizards with polyps, Eris speaks: The soul you have harvestedâ€”it screams for freedom. Find a
tomb husk and give it purchase. The Guardian finds a tomb husk floating above a shrine. Hey, a Tomb Husk!
The Guardian picks it up in their hands. However, another roar is heard, much closer. The souls nestle within
the husk. Find the gestation pit and summon forth the beast. Do not allow its worm to complete the cycle.
Preoccupied with holding the tomb husk, the Guardian runs past them. They eventually find shelter deeper
within The Founts. The Guardian finds the black liquid pool, guarded by Knights and Acolytes. They put the
Tomb Husk inside. A rumbling is heard, and the Guardian steps back. A large Hive Ogre slowly crawls out of
the black pit, accompanied by several Thrall and Cursed Thrall. As The Infantine emerges, it slams its fists on
the ground in rage. Send it back to the void! However, the Guardian triumphs, and The Infantine falls dead to
the ground. The Hellmouth , the Chamber of Night , the Taken. Always have the gods of the Hive worked
against the Light. Today, you held them in check. Today, the Darkness gained no ground.
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The Dreadnought Centre, Carn Brea Ln in Pool, Phone with Opening Times, Driving directions and Services The
Dreadnought Centre, Pool, Carn Brea Ln, opening hours, Dreadnought operates a child centred philosophy in all it's
work.

The Dreadnought[ edit ] The Dreadnought. The Dreadnought is the spaceship that makes up most of the
Dreadnought Galaxy. It has cannons and spikes that can damage Mario , causing him to lose one Health Point.
At the top of the Dreadnought, there is a pool of water. There are also Springs and Pull Stars littered all over.
Beam Planet[ edit ] Mario on the Beam Planet The Beam Planet is a planet shaped like an hourglass that is full
of electric beams and other electrical hazards that spin around it. At the opposite end is a Launch Star that
Mario must get to by jumping on a spring. The entrance has three Goombeetles and a Warp Pipe. The inside
portion is a side-scrolling area with hazards such as Amps , Cannons , and moving walls. At the end is another
Warp Pipe. The gravity of this area can be changed with Gravity Arrows , which are necessary to proceed
through the area. Tower Planet[ edit ] Mario on the Tower Planet. The Tower Planet is a planet consisting of
various cylinders that fall when Mario gets to a higher level. On the top parts are a pair of moving walls and a
Launch Star. There is a vault that when broken, floods the planet, which is necessary to complete the level.
There are also a lot of platforms with lasers that move across the water and a pair of Ocean Small Turtles that
take Mario from platform to platform. Above it is a small cubical planetoid. Some metallic structures are
above the water, and one of them has a Power Star. This area has three parts. In the first part is a screw that
moves forward or backwards depending on how much weight is on it. Beneath it is a green platform with
Bob-ombs. The second part has several Flipswitch Panels which Mario must press by avoiding the Mini
Wanwan that constantly fall from the dog shacks. If he presses them all, Mario can access the third part. In this
part are two more screws and two Octopodes that must be defeated, causing a Launch Star to appear. This is a
section on the side of the Dreadnought which consists of several platforms of different sizes that travel along a
path. There are obstacles such as cannons and electric currents. At the end is a Power Star. The Topman is
needed to reach a Sling Star above. This is a planet shaped like half a sphere. It is inhabited by a Gearmo that
cleans the garbage. There are also some Bob-ombs that Mario must use to blow up the garbage in order to
obtain a Power Star from the Gearmo. Sphere Planet[ edit ] Mario on the Sphere Planet. This planet has
several cylinder structures sticking out. Mario must knock two Spiky Topmen into an electrical barrier to free
a trapped Luma. Cube Planet[ edit ] Mario near some star chips. This is a small planet shaped like a cube.
There is a Ground Pound switch that makes five blue Star Chips appear. The player must use the Spring
Topman to get one of the Star Chips here. Artillery Walls[ edit ] Mario navigating through the Artillery Walls.
The Artillery Walls are two walls that face each other located in the Dreadnought. The cannons shoot
Cannonballs , and there are Pull Stars in the middle. There are also Mines in the way that can be taken out
with a Star Bit. Mario has to avoid the cannonballs while traveling by them. Landing Platform[ edit ] Mario on
the Landing Platform. This is a long, zigzagging landing platform with Montys , Treasure Chests and Ring
Beamers that shoot electric waves at Mario. White circles around the Ring Beamers indicate how far out from
the center the electric waves can go. Near the end of the platform is a Launch Star. There is also a Koopa
Troopa whose shell can be used to break open the treasure chests to collect their contents. This saucer is
similar to the one in Battlerock Galaxy , except the electric rods are red instead of green and can move. At the
top is Topmaniac, waiting to be fought.
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Shortly before, a raid on Yarmouth had produced few results but demonstrated the potential for fast raiding
into British waters. On 16 November, Rear Admiral Franz von Hipper â€”commander of the German
battlecruiser squadronâ€”persuaded his superior, Admiral Friedrich von Ingenohl , to ask the Kaiser for
permission to conduct another raid. The U-boat U was sent to reconnoitre coastal defences near Scarborough
and Hartlepool. The German navy could choose when to concentrate its ships and the British would always be
dispersed. Several months after the declaration of war in August , wear on the British ships reached the point
where repairs could not be postponed and several ships were withdrawn from the Grand Fleet. British code
breakers at Room 40 in the Admiralty building could read German messages within a few hours of receiving
them. Sufficient information had been gleaned on the evening of 14 December, to know that the German
battlecruiser squadron would shortly be leaving port but the information did not suggest that all of the German
fleet might be involved. Jellicoe protested that although such a force should be sufficient to deal with Hipper,
it would not be able to face the High Seas Fleet. The intention was to allow the raid to take place, then ambush
the German ships as they returned. This risked giving away the presence of the ships and the destroyer was
ordered to be silent. Still lost, it headed for home but on the way, sighted four British destroyers which it
reported by radio. Hipper also noted radio traffic from British ships which caused concern that the British
might be aware something was happening. He attributed this to possible spying by trawlers which were
encountered during the day. The deteriorating weather was also causing problems. Kolberg remained, as she
had mines on board to lay. Scarborough Castle , the prominent Grand Hotel, three churches and various other
properties were hit. People crowded to the railway station and the roads leading out of the town. The port had
extensive civilian docks and factories and was defended by three BL 6 inch Mk VII naval guns on the
seafront. Two guns were at Heugh Battery and one at Lighthouse Battery. The guns were manned by 11
officers and local men of the Durham Royal Garrison Artillery. No warning had been given to naval patrols in
the area, which were meant to be always on duty and the poor weather just before the raid meant that only four
destroyers were on patrol, while two light cruisers and a submarine, which might otherwise have been out,
remained in Hartlepool harbour. The only weapons the destroyers had capable of damaging a large vessel were
torpedoes; they were out of torpedo range and three destroyers turned away. Shells from the ships were fired at
such short range that their fuses did not have time to set, so many failed to explode on impact or ricochetted
into the town, because they were travelling horizontally, rather than plunging. Two shore guns fired at the
leading ship, while the third fired at the last, smaller, vessel. The gunners were hampered by a rising cloud of
smoke and dust around them, affecting visibility. They found their shells had no effect on the armoured sides
of the ships, so instead aimed at masts and rigging. By the time she got clear of the harbour, the German ships
had gone. Commodore Roger Keyes commented afterwards, that a target of three stationary cruisers was
exactly what the submarine had been intended to attack. The bad weather meant that he could not take
destroyers with him but Beatty brought seven when he departed from Cromarty at The two forces combined
at As the senior admiral, Warrender had overall command of the force, which sailed toward its assigned
interception point at Dogger Bank. The destroyer squadron went to investigate, and a battle ensued with a
force of German destroyers and cruisers. Lynx was hit, damaging a propeller. News of a torpedo attack was
passed to Admiral Ingenohl commanding the High Seas Fleet, whose outlying destroyers were the ones
involved in the fighting. The engagement broke off after a couple of hours in the dark, but at The German
ships withdrew, reporting another contact with an enemy force to the admiral. Had he continued, he would
shortly have engaged the four British battlecruisers and six battleships with his much larger force, which
included 22 battleships. This was the opportunity that German strategy had been seeking, to even the odds in
the war. The ten British capital ships would have been outnumbered and outgunned, with significant losses
likely. Their loss would have equalised the power of the two navies. Churchill later defended the situation,
arguing that the British ships were faster and could simply have turned about and run. Captain Jones reported
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his sightings at The German ships gave chase but could not keep up and shortly returned to their fleet.
Warrender changed course towards the position given by Shark, expecting Beatty to do the same. The chase of
Roon, which might have led to an encounter with the main German fleet, was abandoned and the British
squadron turned north to attempt to intercept Hipper. On inquiring where the High Seas Fleet was now
stationed, he discovered that it had returned home and that his destroyers had sighted enemy ships. Tyrwhitt
was ordered to join Warrender with his destroyer flotilla but bad weather prevented this. Instead he joined the
chase with just his four light cruisers. Warrender and Beatty remained separated, first to avoid shallow water
over the Dogger Bank but then to cut off different routes which Hipper might take to avoid minefields laid off
the Yorkshire coast. The weatherâ€”which had started clear with good visibilityâ€”had now deteriorated.
Southampton reported that she was engaging a German cruiser accompanied by destroyers and Birmingham
went to assist. Goodenough now sighted two more cruisers, Strassburg and Graudenz but failed to report the
additional ships. The two remaining British light cruisers moved off to assist but Beatty, not having been
informed of the larger force, called one of them back. Due to confusion in the signalling, the first cruiser
misunderstood the message flashed by searchlight and passed it on to the others. The result was that all four
disengaged from the enemy and turned back to Beatty. Had Beatty appreciated the number of German ships, it
is likely that he would have moved forward with all his ships, instead of recalling the one cruiser to screen his
battlecruisers. The larger force suggested that major German ships would be following behind. The ships had
now disappeared but were heading toward the opposite end of the minefield, where Warrender was waiting.
Stralsund flashed the recognition signal, which had been sent to her shortly before when she encountered
Southampton, gaining a little time. Visibility was now poor through rain and not all the battleships had seen
the enemy. Arbuthnot refused until Warrender granted permission. Warrender also saw the ships and ordered
Packenham to give chase with the four armoured cruisers. These were too slow and the Germans disappeared
again into the mist. He consequently abandoned the northern exit of the minefield and moved east and then
south, attempting to position his ships to catch the German battlecruisers, should they slip past the slower
British battleships. Hipper initially attempted to catch up with his cruisers and come to their aid but once they
reported the presence of British battleships to the south and that they had slipped past, he turned north to avoid
them. Warrender, realising that no battlecruisers had appeared in his direction, moved north but saw nothing.
Kolberg, damaged in the raid and thus lagging behind the others, saw the smoke from his ships but was not
herself seen. Jellicoe with the Grand Fleet continued to search on 17 December, attempting to engage the High
Seas Fleet but failed to find it as it was safely in harbour. As a last ditch attempt to catch Hipper, the
Admiralty ordered Keyes to take his two destroyers and attempt to torpedo Hipper as he returned home around
Keyes himself had considered this and wanted to try. Unfortunately, the message was delayed and failed to
reach him until too late. The attack became part of a British propaganda campaign. Blame for the light cruisers
commanded by Beatty disengaging from the enemy initially fell upon their commander, Goodenough, but the
action was contrary to his past good record. Blame eventually settled on the confused signals, which had been
drafted by Lieutenant Commander Ralph Seymour. Seymour remained flag officer to Beatty and continued in
the same vein, making costly mistakes at both the Battle of Dogger Bank and at Jutland. A new order was
drafted to captains to double check any orders to disengage if involved in a winnable battle. The British nearly
led a chase into this fleet even after it had turned away from an encounter but by chance drew back. Jellicoe
resolved that in future, the entire Grand Fleet would be involved from the start in similar operations but the
battlecruisers were moved to Rosyth to be nearer in the event of more raids. The town had three radio stations
as well as new technology in the organisation of the Royal Naval Fleet. The shell patterns suggest that these
were the targets for the raid on 16 December , not the townsfolk as reported at the time and since. People fled
the town by road and attempted to do so by train; 86 civilians were killed and injured killed and wounded
according to Marder. The raid resulted in the first death of a British soldier from enemy action on British soil
for years, when Private Theophilus Jones , of the Durham Light Infantry , age 29, was killed.
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Despite the robot only having a top speed of 5 mph, Dreadnaut started quickly as it went down the left route,
but drove into the block separating routes. This caused it to bounce into Shunt. Despite Shunt pushing it into a
pyramid, Dreadnaut quickly got off and darted down the course. However, Dead Metal caught it and pushed it
back. Dead Metal let Dreadnaut go, and as Shunt came after it, Dreadnaut sped down the course to the end.
This put them first on the leader board. The team returned to the pits realising that the robot needed a full
rewiring. Dreadnaut, having broken down after running the Gauntlet There was some uncertainty about
whether or not Dreadnaut would be forced to withdraw, in which case Plunderbird 1 would be reinstated, but
Dreadnaut was repaired just before the Trial stage was ready to commence and Plunderbird 1 was eliminated
from the competition. Dreadnaut centre during the Football Trial Dreadnaut started by driving at the ball, but
Robot The Bruce knocked the ball away before Dreadnaut could reach it. Dreadnaut reversed to block Robot
The Bruce, and weakly knocked the ball towards the goal. Wedgehog got close to the ball, but Cruella rammed
it into the fence. The ball went in front of Dreadnaut, but Dreadnaut was too slow to reach it, as Cruella
pushed it back. Robot The Bruce pushed the ball into the fence, and it rolled off. Dreadnaut had a chance to
score, but Robot The Bruce got to the ball first and pushed it into the net to score the first goal. Dreadnaut
moved forwards a little, before stopping. It moved forwards again, then reversed into the ball. Dreadnaut
stopped moving, and actually blocked the others as they gained possession of the ball. What is Dreadnaut
doing? Dreadnaut lies immobile as Cruella beats W. Dead Metal grabbed Dreadnaut and pulled it from the
centre, out of the other two robots way. Cruella got to the ball first, and after driving into Dead Metal, W.
Cruella scored the goal and progressed. However, neither robot could move, as Dreadnaut had run out of
battery power, while W. The immobile Dreadnaut progressed past the Trial stage, with the explanation given
that Dreadnaut had made more touches with the ball than W. Dreadnaut had a huge weight advantage of
almost 70kg, and would be assured victory if its motors remained cool. Dreadnaut pushes Wedgehog into
Sergeant Bash Shunt pushes and drags Dreadnaut and Wedgehog away from the grille "Dreadnaut, the big
slug, against Wedgehog, the piece of cheese. Dreadnaut tried pushing Wedgehog, but Wedgehog turned away.
Sergeant Bash attacked Wedgehog with the saw, but his saw snapped off just as it did against Killertron.
Meanwhile, Dreadnaut had got its forks stuck under its opponent, and attempted to finish the match by
pushing it onto a grille. It succeeded, but could not release it. Shunt pushed Dreadnaut away, dragging
Wedgehog to safety in the process. After intervention from Matilda, Wedgehog pulled free, but Dreadnaut had
broken down, notable from smoke billowing out of it. It started its Gauntlet run by charging into the wall, but
only managed to dislodge one brick, but after a further strike it managed to knock enough bricks down to get
through. Dreadnaut reversed as Shunt came in. Dreadnaut reversed for another run, but was lifted up by a
spike. The spike lowered, and Dreadnaut sped down the route, dodging Shunt before it could catch up with it
and driving past Sergeant Bash. However, Matilda then blocked Dreadnaut, and Sergeant Bash came down the
course to help block Dreadnaut. After reversing for a charge, Dreadnaut managed to get past both House
Robots and reach the end zone. Dreadnaut then went into the Trial, which was the Joust. Matilda reversed for
another charge, and this time got under Dreadnaut, pushed it off the wall and pushed it off the centre platform.
There, it faced newcomers Oblivion. Dreadnaut was on top of an arena spike, which lifted it up and down, but
eventually rolled off it. Dreadnaut still did not move, and the House Robots immediately attacked Dreadnaut
as soon as its immobility became known.
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Inflicts fear and causes them to flee for 8 sec.

Edit Oryx appears when a player approaches the spark. After the players kill the enemies that spawned near
the front of the arena, Oryx will move to near one of the platforms and punch it. This will create a mote of
light on that platform, and four special enemies called Light-Eater Ogres will emerge from the ground, one
near each platform. One player must claim the spark, becoming torn between dimensions, as in the
Deathsingers encounter. Their role is to navigate the summoned platforms and reach the spark hanging
overhead. At the same time, four other players must summon the platforms the torn player needs. Just as
before, the platforms must be triggered in a counter-clockwise sequence starting from the platform on which
the mote appeared. However, the four activators must also kill the ogre near their platform, and make sure to
do so well away from the path that runs down the center of the area. This is because each ogre will drop a
sphere of Corrupted Light when killed, and players must avoid going near it until the proper time. The
remaining player may "float," killing any remaining enemies and assisting activators with their ogre kills.
When the torn player reaches the overhead spark and claims it, a Tombship will fly through the arena and
deliver a special Knight named Vessel of Oryx , which will run up the central path. At this point, every player
must converge on the Vessel of Oryx and kill it as quickly as possible. It is recommended that this be done
near the center of the arena, to avoid the Corrupted Light spheres. Once the Vessel of Oryx is killed, Oryx
prepares to use his ultimate attack by opening his chest, emitting a shining white light. With sufficient
damage, Oryx will stagger. With insufficient damage, the fireteam will wipe. Now, the Corrupted Light
spheres dropped by the Ogres may be used. Four players must each run to one sphere and stand near it for
about five seconds, until a message acknowledging this appears, and then run back into the aura carried by the
torn player to be protected from the Corrupted Light detonation. During this time, at least one other player
needs to continue to damage Oryx. As long as Oryx is taking sustained damage while the Corrupted Lights are
detonated, the detonation will do a significant amount of damage to Oryx. Any remaining normal enemies will
be killed and Oryx will shudder and fall off the side of the area. Oryx will rise at the end of the arena and
begin firing on every player at once, as indicated by white circles that appear at their positions and then
explode. This may be countered by sprinting around the arena. After a short time, the barrage will cease.
Within the bubble is a small arena with a foggy perimeter and a Shade of Oryx. Guardian health does not
recharge while inside the bubble. Guardians not yet teleported into the bubble may assist those that are by
killing the other enemies in the arena, who will try to enter the bubble and interfere with the fight. If the echo
is defeated within one minute, the arena will dissolve and return the players to the main encounter. The
fireteam must deal a small amount of damage to his chest in order to kill him and complete the encounter.
Heroic Changes Every time a Light-Eater Ogre is killed, a Light-Eater Knight will spawn by the opposing
platform and try to prematurely detonate the corrupted light orb. After Oryx has been staggered, the orbs
should not be detonated but instead must be allowed to remain until enough ogres have been killed to produce
16 orbs.
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The Dreadnought looks like a great snail shell laid on its side, resting on two hulls. The hulls are similar to the
forward section of a standard Nautiloid. Both hulls mount catapults for assaults. The interior of the shell is a
single great vault, similar to the interior of a Nautiloid. The vault is lit with red hues and dominated by the
glowing pool that provides the motive force for spelljamming. Crew Edit One mind flayer is deadly.
Twenty-five of them, the typical number found on a Dreadnought, are a disaster waiting to happen. Fewer
illithids are not uncommon, but more are virtually unheard of. The leaders aboard ship consist of the captain
and four staff officers. The duties of these staff officers are interchangeable. Each staff officer maintains his
own group of supporters amongst the other mind flayers on the ship. Wise captains play one side off another
to retain control of the ship in the face of ambitious staff officers. Despite this political intrigue aboard the
Dreadnought, no officer would put the ship at risk merely to advance his own career at least, not if he could
get caught doing it. The remainder of the crew consists of slaves. The bulk of the slaves are humans , dwarves
, elves , and other races captured from enemy ships and impressed into service. In addition, each officer and
the captain maintains a personal slave who is treated much as a loyal pet. Ship Uses Edit Diplomacy:
Dreadnoughts have only appeared very recently, and have so far been primarily used in large-scale mind flayer
activity, in particular in cases where the illithids want to drive a particular point home. Usually in such
"diplomatic" missions, the Dreadnought will be escorted by Nautiloids. Lone Dreadnoughts are beginning to
be used as exploration craft, particularly in areas known to have active spelljamming races. A large, powerful
ship, manned by mind flayers, tends to make a strong impression on newcomers to the spelljamming
community. Illithids have used these impressive ships to open up very favourable trade agreements with
several organizations already. Other Configurations Edit Pirate Dreadnought: The first Dreadnoughts
encountered in many spheres have not been actual representatives of the illithids, but various rogues, outlaws,
and pirates who can use a great ship in their raids. It seems that these ships were not actually captured from the
mind flayers, but rather the various shipyards building Dreadnoughts had no problem "losing" a ship or two,
which then found its way into other hands. Pirate Dreadnoughts are powered by major helms, and are typically
stripped to make them more maneuverable MC raises to D, while AR drops to 6. They also tend to have
additional breaches in the main shell, behind which are mounted up to 6 light ballistas. This experimental
version has its hull both thickened and plated, giving the ship an impressive AR 2, but reducing MC to F. The
clumsy ship also boasts significantly upgraded weaponry, carrying 4 heavy catapults and 8 heavy ballistas.
The cargo capacity of this dangerous vessel is reduced to a mere 12 tons, making it a short-range combat
vessel. The Heavy Dreadnought is intended as a defensive craft for the most important illithid bases. In such a
role, the Heavy Dreadnought would be badly out-maneuvered by most attackers, and would have to be
supported by several Nautiloids in order to make it effective, with the smaller craft herding attackers towards
the Heavy Dreadnought. The practicality of this ship has yet to be tested in combat.
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The Dreadnought is a spelljamming ship built and used by illithids. Contents[show] Description The newest and largest
ship in the illithid fleets, the Dreadnought represents the full exploitation of the pool helm's ability to move ships larger
than 50 tons.

The Dreadnought looks like a great snail shell laid on its side, resting on two hulls. The hulls are similar to the
forward section of a standard Nautiloid. Both hulls mount catapults for assaults. The interior of the shell is a
single great vault, similar to the interior of a Nautiloid. The vault is lit with red hues and dominated by the
glowing pool that provides the motive force for spelljamming. Crew One mind flayer is deadly. Twenty-five
of them, the typical number found on a Dreadnought, are a disaster waiting to happen. Fewer illithids are not
uncommon, but more are virtually unheard of. The leaders aboard ship consist of the captain and four staff
officers. The duties of these staff officers are interchangeable. Each staff officer maintains his own group of
supporters amongst the other mind flayers on the ship. Wise captains play one side off another to retain
control of the ship in the face of ambitious staff officers. Despite this political intrigue aboard the
Dreadnought, no officer would put the ship at risk merely to advance his own career at least, not if he could
get caught doing it. The remainder of the crew consists of slaves. The bulk of the slaves are humans, dwarves,
elves, and other races captured from enemy ships and impressed into service. In addition, each officer and the
captain maintains a personal slave who is treated much as a loyal pet. Dreadnoughts have only appeared very
recently, and have so far been primarily used in large-scale mind flayer activity, in particular in cases where
the illithids want to drive a particular point home. Lone Dreadnoughts are beginning to be used as exploration
craft, particularly in areas known to have active spelljamming races. A large, powerful ship, manned by mind
flayers, tends to make a strong impression on newcomers to the spelljamming community. Illithids have used
these impressive ships to open up very favourable trade agreements with several organizations already. Other
Configurations Pirate Dreadnought: The first Dreadnoughts encountered in many spheres have not been actual
representatives of the illithids, but various rogues, outlaws, and pirates who can use a great ship in their raids.
Pirate Dreadnoughts are powered by major helms, and are typically stripped to make them more maneuverable
MC raises to D, while AR drops to 6. They also tend to have additional breaches in the main shell, behind
which are mounted up to 6 light ballistas. This experimental version has its hull both thickened and plated,
giving the ship an impressive AR 2, but reducing MC to F. The clumsy ship also boasts significantly upgraded
weaponry, carrying 4 heavy catapults and 8 heavy ballistas. The cargo capacity of this dangerous vessel is
reduced to a mere 12 tons, making it a short-range combat vessel. The Heavy Dreadnought is intended as a
defensive craft for the most important illithid bases. In such a role, the Heavy Dreadnought would be badly
out-maneuvered by most attackers, and would have to be supported by several Nautiloids in order to make it
effective, with the smaller craft herding attackers towards the Heavy Dreadnought. The practicality of this ship
has yet to be tested in combat.
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